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ABSTRACT

Introduction Participatory research is a study method that engages patients in research programs, ideally from study design through to dissemination. It is not commonly used in diabetes health services research. Our objectives were to describe the process and challenges of conducting a participatory research project and to highlight the experiences of both patient co-researchers and academic researchers.

Research design and methods We recruited people with lived experience of homelessness (PWLEH) and diabetes in Toronto, Canada to become patient co-researchers. They were asked to commit to attending biweekly meetings. We undertook two major research projects: concept mapping to choose a research focus; and photovoice to explore accessing healthy food while homeless. We used a convergent mixed-methods design to evaluate their experience.

Results A diverse group of eight PWLEH had an average attendance of 82% over 21 meetings—despite this success, we encountered a number of challenges of conducting this research: funding, ethics approval and recruitment were particularly difficult. Group members reported that participation improved their ability to self-advocate in their diabetes care and provided them with tangible skills and social benefits. Group members stated that they valued being involved in all aspects of the research, in particular knowledge translation activities, including advocating for nutritious food at shelters; presenting to stakeholders; and meeting with policymakers.

Conclusions The use of participatory research methods enables academic researchers to support community members in pursuing research that is pertinent to them and which has a positive impact. In our study, co-researchers contributed in meaningful ways and also valued the experience.

INTRODUCTION

The importance of engaging patients in all aspects of developing healthcare policies has been widely acknowledged.2,3 The definition of patient-oriented research, or patient engagement research, is broad and includes research that involves patients in a variety of capacities.2,3 Arnstein originally described citizen participation as a spectrum on a ‘ladder of participation’, ranging from simply collecting data from informants or subjects to processes where citizens are fully engaged at all stages.4 Typically, participatory research studies are those towards the top of this ladder—those which give patients or citizens increased levels of power in the process, including: Partnership, Delegated Power, and Citizen Control.4

One particular form of patient engagement research is Community-Based Participatory Research (CBPR); where patients

Significance of this study

What is already known about this subject?

► Patient-oriented research is important to public health research as it helps with the development of relevant interventions and knowledge translation.

► Participatory research is a form of research that maximally involves patients in all phases of the research. This methodology is not commonly used in research on diabetes and diabetes-related interventions.

What are the new findings?

► Patient engagement is important for studies involving socially disadvantaged populations with diabetes.

► Community members involved in research not only contribute substantially to research projects but also find the experience to be enriching and valuable.

How might these results change the focus of research or clinical practice?

► Those who conduct research with and develop programs to provide diabetes care, especially to socially disadvantaged populations, should involve community members through all phases of the process to ensure the intervention is maximally useful for patients.
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or community members are viewed as co-researchers, rather than as study subjects or participants. CBPR has been used extensively in social work research, in international settings, and more recently in health services research. Participatory research approaches have been used robustly in the field of diabetes prevention/health promotion. They have also been used occasionally in research on diabetes management, however a recent realist review found a total of only 29 diabetes-related studies in which patients or community members actively contributed to research projects in more involved ways than being traditional informants.

CBPR and patient-engagement research may have a particularly important role in areas of health research focused on equity and the social determinants of health. We were interested in inequities in diabetes management and outcomes with respect to people with lived experience of homelessness (PWLEH). PWLEH are known to have more difficulties managing their diabetes and are more likely to accrue diabetes-related complications. There are many potential explanations for these disparities in diabetes outcomes, as PWLEH face a number of barriers including: mistrust of the healthcare system, lack of health insurance coverage, and difficulty accessing healthy foods. Furthermore, typical diabetes care models may not service this population optimally. While the above-cited studies have highlighted the difficulty of managing diabetes while experiencing homelessness, and others have used participatory approaches to understand general health needs in this population, we are unaware of any previous study that used participatory methods to give voice to this particular population with regard to diabetes-specific challenges.

We used participatory methods (at the Partnership level of the participation ladder) to engage PWLEH and diabetes with the goal of empowering them to lead and undertake meaningful research initiatives. The objective of this paper is to describe the process of conducting this participatory project and to report the experiences of co-researchers with lived experience of homelessness and diabetes, giving voice to patients. Our specific aims were to:

1. Document our ability to engage this population in group research activities, and the challenges inherent in conducting patient engagement research with this population.
2. Explore the experiences of co-researchers who participated in the process.
3. Collate reflections of community co-researchers and academic researchers on aspects of the work that were most meaningful to them.

**METHODS**

**Study design**

From the outset, we envisioned an open-ended participatory patient-engagement project. The research approach taken in this work is grounded in the theoretical idea of ‘giving voice’ through social representation theory, which theorizes that ‘knowledge is the outcome of social interaction’. The objective of giving voice has been described as ‘empowering people to be heard who might otherwise remain silent’.

In order to reach our objective, we recruited a group of PWLEH and diabetes to form the Clients with Diabetes Action Committee (CDAC) and used participatory research principles to guide them in developing research priorities and pursuing meaningful research activities. We were careful to keep the research topic and question as open-ended as possible to allow research priorities and questions to emerge from within the group rather than being imposed on group members by academic researchers and/or funding bodies.

**Setting and group composition**

We conducted this program of research in Toronto, Ontario—Canada’s largest city (2017 population: 2,930,000). Toronto is a city with high levels of ethnic and socio-economic diversity. It is known for having very high housing costs, which contributes to it also having the greatest absolute number of people experiencing homelessness in Canada. Based on 2018 data, 8,715 unique individuals experience homelessness on any given night in Toronto.

We sought to include individuals who had recent experience managing diabetes in the context of homelessness. Therefore, eligibility criteria to join the CDAC included a self-reported history of living with diabetes (any type) while experiencing homelessness or housing instability at any point in the previous 2 years. We used the broad definition of homelessness endorsed by the Canadian Observatory on Homelessness: lacking ‘stable, safe, permanent, appropriate housing’. This includes individuals who are sleeping rough, emergency sheltered, provisionally accommodated, and precariously housed. We excluded anyone who had only diabetes risk factors, without a previous diagnosis of diabetes. Additional exclusion criteria included the inability to fluently converse in English and active severe mental illness that would preclude one’s ability to participate in group research activities. Recruitment began in November 2018 and was complete by the end of January 2019. Participants had to commit to joining the group and attending approximately every other week from January to July 2019.

We recruited participants primarily through flyers that were posted in numerous downtown Toronto shelters, drop-ins, rooming houses, addiction recovery facilities, and community notice boards, as well as community health centers and programs, endocrinology clinics, and a community-based education and addiction recovery service. The flyers clearly outlined the eligibility criteria (diabetes and homelessness) and stated that participants would be compensated. Interested parties were encouraged to either contact the investigators by telephone or email, or to attend one of the group meetings, as dates
and times for several meetings were included on the recruitment advertisements.

The group met regularly in a community space in Regent Park, a lower income area on the east side of downtown that was originally built as a public housing project in the 1940s. Participants were not necessarily residents of this area, but all were familiar with it, and most lived within walking distance. Initially, the group gathered for 2 hours every other week, and gradually moved to weekly meetings towards the end of the project. When individuals attended their first group meeting, they were introduced to the purpose and structure of the group and provided written informed consent to participate. They also signed a confidentiality agreement and a formal Terms of Reference (online supplemental appendix A). This document laid out the expectations for participation in the group, specifying who qualified for study honoraria and encouraging professionalism and mutual respect towards facilitators and peers. At the first group meeting, all participants were provided a $10 gift card to a local coffee shop. To recognize the time and effort of regular group members, they were provided with two transit tokens and a $20 cash honorarium for each subsequent group meeting they attended. This amount was chosen as it approximated a working wage in Ontario. We spent roughly 40 min of each meeting sharing a meal and providing diabetes education, so we sought to compensate people for 80 min of research contribution. With a local minimum wage of $14/hour, our $20 stipend corresponds to a working rate. Co-researchers were also compensated at the same rate for work done outside group time.

Group training
Meetings were facilitated by two investigators (DJTC and RBC), who were trained and experienced in qualitative methods and in working with PWLEH. Both had completed a training workshop on community-based participatory research and RBC had previously facilitated a community-based advocacy group. Neither had pre-existing relationships with group members.

Initial group meetings began with a review of the Terms of Reference each member had signed. Group members and facilitators were encouraged to get to know one another using ice breakers and participating in social activities. During this part of the group meeting, coffee and a nutritious lunch was served to group members.

In order to empower co-researchers to become fully engaged in the research effort, we used several of our early group sessions to provide basic training in the purpose, fundamental principles, and methods used in academic health research. We employed and modified resources that others had used for participatory research in other unrelated contexts. During this process, group members received introductions to study methods used in participatory research, including designing surveys, conducting interviews, and using arts-based methods.

Many group members had not received basic diabetes education in the past, and/or lacked sufficient knowledge and understanding about diabetes management and complications to contextualize the personal challenges they and other members of their community were facing. Since this is a necessary step to enable the group to reach consensus on topics fit for research, we planned that diabetes education would be a recurring core element of group meetings. The remainder of group meeting time was devoted to pursuing the scholarly activities proposed by the group (as described in detail below) and making plans for future meetings.

Research activities
Having community members decide which research questions are most important to address is a fundamental component of participatory research. At the outset it was clear that group members each had priorities and interests that were primarily driven by their own experiences of managing diabetes while experiencing homelessness. In order to concisely synthesize the group’s priorities, we used a participatory research methodology known as concept mapping, which has been used extensively to help identify priorities for particular groups. The details of the concept mapping process and results are published separately. Through an iterative process which included brainstorming, sorting, rating, and discussion, our group members identified that the collective preference for our group’s research activity would be on how homelessness affects one’s ability to access healthy foods which, in turn, impacts diabetes management and outcomes.

Once the results of the concept mapping exercise were analyzed, the group facilitators presented different research methodologies that could be used to explore this topic further, including quantitative methods (such as surveys) and qualitative methods (such as focus groups), as well as arts-based methods (such as photovoice and documentary film). The group collectively decided to pursue a project based on the classic photovoice methodology, as described by Wang and Burris. The photovoice project is also documented in a separate publication.

Group members were tasked with taking photographs that illustrated each of the following specific research questions:
- What makes it challenging to eat well with diabetes while experiencing homelessness?
- What about homelessness has been a major help or barrier to diabetes self-management?

Group members then showed their photos to each other and to the facilitators. They chose which photo they wanted to use and developed a narrative to accompany the photo, aided by the facilitators using photo elicitation techniques.

The photos and narratives resulting from the photovoice project were mounted and framed. They were displayed alongside the biographies of the photographers. The photo exhibit, and descriptions of this program of research were presented at local hospitals, research
institutes, and public exhibition spaces in Calgary and Toronto, in addition to national conferences including: Diabetes Canada (Winnipeg, Manitoba, October 2019), Canadian Alliance to End Homelessness (Edmonton, Alberta, November 2019), North American Primary Care Research Group (Toronto, Ontario, November 2019).

Evaluation methods
We undertook a convergent mixed-methods evaluation of our participatory research activities after completion of the study. First, we gathered information on attendance of group members at meetings. We also sought to allow them to provide feedback on the experience and to understand the challenges inherent in conducting this type of research with this population. To do so, we conducted anonymized surveys (online supplemental appendix B) and an open-ended focus group at the conclusion of the group meetings in July 2019, with the latter facilitated by colleagues not previously engaged with the group. After a 4-month hiatus, we recalled group members and conducted a final semistructured interview to ask them about how their participation impacted their lives, and what might have changed for them due to their participation.

Interview responses and focus group transcripts were analyzed using directed qualitative content analysis, following a predominantly deductive approach with the preliminary coding template being based largely on the questions asked in the quantitative survey: (1) diabetes knowledge, (2) tangible skills, (3) challenges and suggestions for improvement. Within each of these broad categories, responses were coded according to similarity. Interview transcripts were analyzed independently by two reviewers with experience in qualitative data analysis (DJTC and RBC). Multiple reviewers were used to provide a diversity of perspectives on the data rather than seeking convergence. Results from the various methods were triangulated to provide qualitative support for the patterns reported in the quantitative survey.

Finally, we asked some group members and the academic investigators who were closely involved with data collection to provide a statement reflecting on their experience and the impact of their participation in this research.

RESULTS

Group composition, engagement and challenges
We were contacted by 28 individuals who initially expressed interest in being part of the group. Sixteen (16) of those individuals came to at least one group meeting. Of those who attended one meeting, five were ineligible to participate as they did not have diabetes, based on self-report. The remaining 11 individuals agreed to become part of the recurring group. Three participants did not return after the initial group meeting, and eight continued to participate throughout the entire duration of the study. Our eight group members included five women and three men, with ages ranging from 36 to 73 years. Four reported having diabetes complications while four stated that they had no complications. The majority of group members were white (n=5), two were black and one was Indigenous (table 1).

The attendance rate for the eight regular group members was 82%. Individual attendance ranged from 48% (10 of 21 meetings) to 100% (21 of 21 meetings), with an individual mean of 80%. Two academic investigators (DJTC and RBC) attended all group meetings, teaching the diabetes education portion of meetings, and facilitating group discussions and activities during the remainder of the group time. While the attendance rate provides one measure of the success of the group in engaging members of the community as co-researchers, so too do the achievements of the group. The CDAC was able to complete the concept mapping and photovoice project, with results being presented to relevant stakeholders across the country. Our participants described that we were successful in our objective of providing them with a voice, one group member stated: “it was overwhelming, but in the same breath empowering. Like it was so empowering that, you know, we were able to tell our story and people listened” (P5). One individual described how participation in the group helped them feel like they were contributing meaningfully: “it shows that I can do something like to help the homelessness and the diabetics. Like I can be of some help to society, generally some help instead of just sleeping all day in the shelters” (P7). Another stated: “I learned that for me it’s about giving, sharing… giving my story out there, right?… being there to help others, you know” (P4).

We noted a number of challenges that occurred during the conduct of this research. When some regularly attending group members missed meetings, we later discovered they had been in hospital. Half of our group members had health issues that caused them to visit emergency departments or acute care hospitals during the 6 months of the group meetings, with three of them having three or more acute care visits in that time. Another challenge in working with this population was difficulty maintaining contact with group members. Four out of the eight group members lost or had their cellphones disconnected during the study period. Similarly, five of eight group members moved residences during the 6-month period, some multiple times. Future studies could consider providing participants prepaid cell phones or minutes to facilitate ongoing contact.

Participant experience
The surveys administered and content analysis of the interviews revealed three areas of interest to help understand participants’ experiences of the program. These included: (1) improvements in diabetes knowledge and self-efficacy; (2) acquisition of tangible skills and social benefits from participation; and (3) suggestions for improving the group research experience. The
Convergent results from both quantitative and qualitative data are presented together below.

### Diabetes knowledge and self-efficacy

Seven out of eight group members rated their knowledge of diabetes as poor (4 of 8) or fair (3 of 8) prior to participating in the group. One group member stated about his prior diabetes knowledge: “it was very poor, I didn’t know much. Just that basically high blood sugar and low blood sugar, all of them are bad” (P1). Another stated: “I didn’t know anything at all about diabetes – nor was I interested in learning anything about it” (P7).

After the group, all of these individuals rated their knowledge as good (n=1), very good (n=5) or excellent (n=1). Participants described having acquired knowledge about diabetes complications: “it’s not just the sugar, but it’s also foot care and your eyes, and overall nerve damage... before I wasn’t aware of all that stuff” (P5); and the pathophysiology of how these problems arise: “damage to the blood vessels like the scarring, can lead to a build up of plaque and all kinds of problems” (P1).

Several participants remarked that they gained an appreciation of the importance of diabetes self-management: “the more you do to address the complications that diabetes can cause, I think the more healthier it will make you” (P2).

Furthermore, group members expressed a variety of changes that happened with their diabetes care and self-management as a result of things they learned during the group’s diabetes education sessions. One said that they were now “connecting with specialists and doing the maintenance” (P4), while another said that they had “added [new medication], joined a weight loss clinic, and taking fasting blood sugar measurements more often” (P1). Another group member stated: “I think I will be looking into joining diabetes education centres” (P2), as a result of their participation in the group sessions.

Finally, a number of group members felt that their participation in group activities increased their ability to self-advocate for their healthcare needs. One stated: “I would say it gave all of the different pieces of information. It helped me establish my priorities for me to pursue with my doctor” (P2). Another said:

> [the group] taught me how to ask what I want. I realized I’m in control of my own healthcare and I have to ask specific questions, right? I have to be the one that has to be up there jumping up and down and asking for what I want or what I need... to actually have a doctor here that we can pick their brain you know, it was actually beneficial. (P4)

### Tangible skills and social benefits to participants

All group members identified that they gained tangible skills, which included: working together with a group, learning photography skills, and contributing to academic research projects. However, the most valued aspects of participation were the social opportunities afforded by the group. A group member stated:
“Camaraderie among group members was great” (P1). Others formed social connections that persisted outside of the group: “any time I think that I might be eating something that I shouldn’t be eating, I call one of the group members and be like – yo can I eat this?” (P4). Finally, one said: “I was in crisis, you know, and was not getting the help that I needed from the agencies, but I think coming to this group kept me going, you know, because I was doing something and I was learning” (P6). Finally, one summed up the social impact of the group by stating: “we are not alone and we supported each other and we laughed, we giggled, we cried… we became friends” (P5).

Challenges and suggestions for improvements

As mentioned above, a number of group members identified that camaraderie was a strength of the group; however, the confluence of personalities also posed a challenge at times. One participant stated: “I hated sometimes being stuck in a room for two hours with people I didn’t get along with” (P4). To deal with these challenges, some group members suggested having more clear expectations: “So the boundaries are pretty clear like what we are talking about, just so people don’t get super upset or like everybody feels like they have a voice” (P4), or reiterating these expectations more clearly at the outset of each group meeting. Another group member suggested that group interactions may have been aided if facilitators had formal training in trauma-informed care or social work practice.

One participant stated that participating in the group was somewhat triggering and would have been strengthened by having more resources on hand: “when I was doing the photo it dragged up a lot stuff that I was remembering being homeless and going through stuff and I don’t have quite the support that I should have” (P6).

Similarly, another participant mentioned that participating in the photovoice exhibit was difficult: “I was overwhelmed, excited, just overwhelmed. It was very nervous for me, but turned out good in the end” (P3).

Co-researchers commented that while they appreciated the food provided during meetings they would have valued more diversity and that it was a missed opportunity for dietary education: “when it comes to the basic foods that we actually ate we never actually looked at the array of foods that diabetics can eat and how that can be, how you can actually use those kinds of foods” (P2). Other related feedback was that cognitive–behavioural therapy approaches could have been implemented to help participants with their diabetes self-management.

In addition to the participant experience data presented above, both academic and community-based researchers were asked to reflect on the experience and the value of their participation. Their detailed open-ended reflections are presented in table 2.

**DISCUSSION**

Our participatory research project involved members of the community who had lived experience of homelessness and diabetes in a participatory fashion, empowering them to work alongside the academic investigators as co-researchers. We were able to elicit their shared priorities and subsequently explore these using photovoice. Because they were involved from the outset, group members helped translate the study findings to community decision-makers. The experience was largely positive for our group members, as they described a number of benefits they received through their participation in the group, including both benefits to their health and diabetes management, as well as other tangible and social benefits. Interestingly, the benefits that were described by participants reached far beyond what was initially envisioned by study investigators at the outset of the project (ie, enhanced diabetes knowledge, photography skills). Participants felt that some of the most important benefits they received from the study were intangible: feeling respected, valued, and heard; having a sense of accomplishment and purpose, which led to increased self-efficacy in other domains; and developing a community of people with whom they shared many life experiences. This finding is similar to what has been seen in other studies using participatory research.42 Context, group dynamics, community centeredness, and research design have been elicited as key elements of participatory research.43 As shown in our data, each of these played a key role in the success of our project.

Patient-oriented research, or patient engagement, is becoming increasingly important in health services research, as the academic community comes to realize that input from target groups is crucial to the success of health interventions.44 However, a great deal of the ‘patient-oriented research’ in this area is still done with relatively little engagement, or a low level of participation of patients—who often have a minor advisory or consultation role, and who may be used in a tokenistic fashion.45 That said, there are many examples of high-quality CBPR studies in diabetes prevention and health promotion.3–12 However, when it comes to studies on diabetes treatment or management, these approaches are used,13–15 but are much less common.16

Our reflections on the process of conducting a participatory research project document the impact of the participatory process on the researchers and the research. Impact in participatory research has been defined as ‘the many forms of change that occur with, within and for those who are engaging in the research as well as those changes that occur across the wider complex socio-ecological system or set of systems’.46 These reflections and the data presented in this manuscript highlight impact in a number of forms: alterations to the planned research; evidence of surprise to ‘experts’; exploring unexpected phenomena/problems; and the stories of changes people have made through their involvement (both academics and community researchers).46
In this way, the efforts of the Clients with Diabetes Action Committee will also use the insights from this study to help guide our homeless—lead the direction of the research provided new insights from a first-hand perspective and yielded meaningful results. On the heels of this patient-led program of research, my team has launched a community-based group to continue bringing the voices of people with lived experience of homelessness to research priorities at our centre. We will also use the insights from this study to help guide our homelessness-focused primary care teams as they work with patients with diabetes. In this way, the efforts of the Clients with Diabetes Action Committee live on.

### Table 2 Group member and academic investigator reflections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic researchers</th>
<th>Community group members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DJTC:</strong> Being a diabetologist with a clinical practice focused on caring for those who face social vulnerabilities (many of whom have been homeless), I thought that I had a good sense of the types of barriers my patients face and what their priorities would be. However, doing this patient-led project taught me how absolutely critical it is to meaningfully engage those with lived experience, as their priorities are likely to be different than what a provider might anticipate them to be. The findings from this study continue to inform my ongoing research and advocacy efforts. Given the centrality of access to healthy foods raised by this research, I am creating new programs and initiatives with the aim of addressing food insecurity in patients with diabetes. Also, as the coordination of healthcare visits was raised by the group, I am now pursuing a new line of research to pilot test a comprehensive diabetes care model in those experiencing homelessness to reduce this burden for patients similar to those in our group.</td>
<td><strong>ML:</strong> Information about diabetes from the CDAC group facilitators deepened my understanding of how my diet and level of activity have a direct impact on my health outcomes. In talking with other group members I learned of helpful services that I could utilize, such as food banks with access to fresh produce and drop-ins serving nutritious food. More so, listening to group members share about their personal journeys with diabetes and homelessness, I began to understand how one can exacerbate the other. In learning about different research methods and contributing photos and writing about my experiences, I came to understand that my contribution to the study was legitimate. Brainstorming as a group with my peers on a research question demonstrated to me that the facilitators were interested in addressing issues that mattered to myself and others who have had a similar journey. In November 2019 I was able to attend and present at the Canadian Alliance to End Homelessness conference. I also had the opportunity to share my experience with the CDAC in an interview with a reporter. Talking to professionals allowed me to bring attention to issues that are important to me and demonstrated that my lived experience is valuable to people who were in a position to help others like myself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RBC:</strong> I have been working in homelessness policy and research for 15 years. Though I have never been a front-line service provider, I have worked with clients in focus groups, advocacy groups, and during research events. My participation in this community-based research project taught me how researchers need to work with individuals with lived experience of homelessness on an individual, face-to-face level, regardless of their role or position. The lessons I learned from CDAC members through sharing the nuances of their lived experience are indispensable. Despite reading academic literature and having a pulse on the world of homelessness, I found the work that the group did to be deeply moving— and still do every time I revisit it. The development of the group’s research priorities and questions serves as a constant reminder that academics are not necessarily on the same page as the those with lived experience in this regard. Academics will never know what clients/patients prioritize unless they engage with the community and enable individuals to partner meaningfully in research endeavors.</td>
<td><strong>AD:</strong> At 56 I found myself homeless and fighting diabetes. That’s when I joined an amazing group of people, the Clients with Diabetes Action Committee. I was given a voice from them. The group was made up of all walks of life but we shared one common ground, we all wanted to be involved in a cause that touched our lives. It made me feel that my story was important. We were involved in choosing the topics that were important to us and being able to share our stories with the other members of the committee. It was an empowering experience knowing that I was not alone. Since getting involved with the CDAC, I have been able to share my experience on two podcasts and in November 2019 I was given the opportunity to present our research at two national conferences, one on diabetes and one on homelessness. Being able to share my story was important to me and demonstrated that my lived experience is valuable to people who were in a position to help others like myself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SWH:</strong> I have worked in homelessness-related health research for over 20 years and have led a number of projects related to diabetes. Being involved with this project, however, was a unique experience. Having individuals who have lived with homelessness and diabetes to lead the direction of the research provided new insights from a first-hand perspective and yielded meaningful results. On the heels of this patient-led program of research, my team has launched a community-based group to continue bringing the voices of people with lived experience of homelessness to research priorities at our centre. We will also use the insights from this study to help guide our homeless-focused primary care teams as they work with patients with diabetes. In this way, the efforts of the Clients with Diabetes Action Committee live on.</td>
<td><strong>MAD:</strong> My experience with the CDAC was challenging and educational. Within the classroom sharing our experiences as individuals without appropriate housing and chronic health history was quite triggering. We all had very challenging disclosures and at times there were behaviours. I really enjoyed attending the various venues outside of the classroom. When we did our photo exhibits, this was a great opportunity to have my voice heard. I met many people that were unaware of what individuals without appropriate housing are faced with or the many different reasons we all had for being on the streets as an adult or youth. The people I spoke with were unaware that youths deal with violence and abusive situations and some adults are graduates and are employed. This was my comfort level, speaking with total strangers that I would never see again, this was a lot better than engaging with my classmates that I saw weekly. I also enjoyed when we had guest speakers; a representative from Diabetes Canada spoke to our group and was open to a Q&amp;A after. I spoke about my own experiences coping with type 2 diabetes and I got a chance to be featured in a national magazine and a national newspaper. I really wished that I had more opportunities to connect with policy makers. I believe that policy makers have no idea the barriers they create when they implement guidelines and rules. I am sure they have the statistics but it seems that they really don’t care.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CDAC, Clients with Diabetes Action Committee.
Participatory research with community members who face significant social disadvantages can be challenging, as we demonstrated, with half of our participants facing acute health challenges that precluded their participation for a time. The social instability faced by this population can also hinder engagement in research, as was demonstrated by frequent changes in residence and telephone numbers during the study period—this, too, had previously been described in the literature. As indicated in reflections from several of our group members, additional support resources and specific training in trauma-based care would have been helpful. Many group members had previous experience participating in community-based group programming and seemed to bring expectations from those experiences to the CDAC. Given the centrality of this feedback, future CBPR studies led by the authors will have more explicit plans for assisting group members with these potential emotional and stress-related challenges.

There is a multiplicity of other challenges with this kind of work as has been described previously, including securing funding and getting approval from research ethics boards at the outset, when a discrete research question or methodology has not yet been identified. In our case, this required a flexible funder, and a very basic initial ethics application with numerous subsequent modifications as the study evolved. With respect to compensation, best practice in patient-oriented research states that participants should be compensated as they are providing time, knowledge and expertise, yet this needs to be balanced with the possibility that compensation may be coercive to a socially disadvantaged population, as it may provide an incentive for them to participate when in fact they do not wish to do so. Finally, this type of work is exceptionally time consuming for the investigators/group facilitators and requires the ability to manage group dynamics and individual personalities in a way that maintains the productivity of group meetings.

Despite these challenges, there are a number of important benefits to using participatory approaches that researchers should consider. First, because the community was involved with the planning and conducting of the research, we feel confident that through our participatory priority setting exercise (concept mapping), we were able to identify a topic that was of interest to the community. Other participatory studies have similarly used priority setting techniques to identify relevant topics for future study. Furthermore, in our participatory project, we were able to maintain group member engagement and participation through the entire process, including dissemination of the findings to relevant stakeholders. This degree of sustained engagement is not always achieved through all phases of the research. We were likely successful in this regard due to the frequent contact and effective delegation of tasks to group members, in addition to the compressed time frame of this research, meaning there was no lull in their participation.

Despite the many intrinsic strengths of this methodology, there are certainly limitations that warrant consideration. While we engaged a diverse group, which included both men and women of multiple ethnic backgrounds, and a variety of diabetes-related presentations (ie, complications, treatments, and diabetes duration), we certainly did not have representation from all groups. In particular, we did not capture the perspectives of those living with type 1 diabetes. Therefore, many potential concerns around insulin titration and hypoglycemia were not strongly represented in the knowledge that was co-created. Finally, because of the context-specific nature of this type of research, the generalizability of these findings to other settings is unclear.

This study offers valuable experience regarding the use of participatory patient-engagement research in studying diabetes experiences in a traditionally underserved population. Participatory research studies that engage similar populations should use methods that maximally involve patients as co-researchers. This type of work is not without challenges, but has a number of advantages over traditional research approaches. We feel that this methodology can provide an important starting point for defining and understanding the priorities of communities with whom researchers can partner to improve healthcare service delivery. Researchers might consider starting research programs with community engaged work of this nature—but conscious effort is required to maintain participant engagement through to the dissemination phase of the research. Based on this experience, in our ongoing and future programs of research we plan to keep community-based co-researchers engaged to help co-design future projects and potential interventions to address the issues they face which lead to an increased burden of diabetes-related adverse events.
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